
GREEK INSCRIPTIONS FROM 
THE ATHENIAN AGORA 

FINANCIAL AND OTHER PUBLIC DOCUMENTS 
(PiATEs 9-13) 

I NTHIS ARTICLE ARE COLLECTED several unpublished fragments of inscriptions found in 
the excavations of the Athenian Agora between 1931 and 1967.1 These fragments are mostly 

small and unrelated to one another and cannot definitely be attributed to any published documents. 
Nevertheless, I hope that their publication here may be of use to scholars in the future, when new 
materials come to light. The findspots of 1, 6, and 7 suggest that these may have originated on the 
Akropolis, while both the findspot and a possible reference to Salamis in 8 suggest that it may 
derive from the Eurysakeion. 

1 (P1. 9). A fragment of white, micaceous marble (I 5362) found on March 30, 1938, in a marble 
dump outside the Market Square, west of the Post-Herulian Wall (Q-R 22-24). The pick-dressed 
left side and flat, roughly picked back are preserved. 

PH. 0.516 m; p.W 0.124 m; Th. 0.156 m. 
L.H. 0.013-0.014 m; non-stoichedon, with a vertical checker of 0.020 m. There appears to be an 

uninscribed space of 0.025 m after line 6. 

ca. a. 445-435 a. NON-NTOIX. 

lacuna 

[.]E[ ------- - - - - - -- - - - - -] --] 

[.]EA[- ------------------------ -----] 
[*]b4[ ------------------------------- I 

5 [.]E[?-- 
[]M[-------------------------- -] 
[.1\E A[?----------------------- -- ] 
[AM [-----------------------------] 
[.] vacat [??----________________ 

10 [.]EAA[-----------------------------] 
.v]T[ ------------------------------ I 

[v.]IIA [---- -------------------- -----] 
[.]TP[-- ---------------------------- ] 

1 I am grateful to Professor Homer A. Thompson, the Director Emeritus of the Agora Excavations of the American 
School of Classical Studies at Athens, for permission to study and to publish these documents, and to Mrs. Dina Peppas- 
Delmousou, the Director Emerita of the Epigraphical Museum in Athens, for permission to study related material in the 
Epigraphical Museum. I am also very grateful to Professor Christian Habicht for making it possible for me to study and 
make use of the extensive collection of squeezes at the Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton, NewJersey particularly 
during the summer of 1987, when I was a Summer Visitor at the Institute, and to Professor T. Leslie Shear Jr., for 
allowing me to work in the Athenian Agora in 1988 and 1990. 
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[ .vA]AB[[-------------------- ------ ] 
1 5 [.]EM-[- 

lacuna 

Line 1: This letter is very faint. 
Line 2: There are faint traces here, but they defy elucidation. 
Line 3: These letters are very faint; of the epsilon only the lower left corner survives. 
Line 6: What appears to be the loop of a rho survives before the mu. It is not likely, I believe, that this 
is the upper loop of a beta. 
Line 7: Before the epsilon, the upper part of a diagonal survives, sloping down to the right. After the epsilon, 
there is a faint diagonal stroke sloping up to the right, perhaps part of a lambda. 
Line 8: Both letters are very faint; the iota, if it is such, is set well to the right and thus might instead be part of 
a nu. 
Line 9: There are no definite letter traces here; since the vertical spacing is slightly more than would be 
expected, a vacat seems likely between the end of one entry and the beginning of another. 
Line 10: There is a trace that suggests a vertical stroke, well to the left of the epsilon and preserved almost 
to the full height of the stoichos, perhaps the left hasta of an Attic eta: h4XX[evoraqiL- -] or h eXX [eaovx--? 
Line 12: There is a faint circular depression before the pi that may be the remains of an omicron, but it seems 
rather small. 
Line 13: The loop and tail of rho are very faint; before this letter there is a curved stroke, starting as a vertical 
and going from lower left to upper right, apparently the right half of an upsilon. 
Line 14: The upper loop is faint but certain; below it, the pattern of breakage suggests a smaller loop, as 
of a beta. 
Line 15: The outer diagonal and right apex of a triangular letter survives. I assume that this is part of 
a mu, but an Attic gamma cannot be ruled out. To the right of this, the vertical and upper two horizontals of 
epsilon are preserved. 

This document is inscribed in Attic script and is non-stoichedon. The character of the letters 
suggests a date in the third quarter of the 5th century B.C.2 The non-stoichedon nature of the text, 
as well as the possible vacat after line 6, suggests that this may be a catalogue or an account, rather 
than a decree. Above line 1 there is space for about ten to eleven lines of text. Faint, uncertain 
traces survive in addition to what I print here, but there seems little point in reporting them, except 
in line 10. Therefore I print here only what I could see on the stone itself, as well as on squeezes and 
in the photograph. 

No public document of the 5th century seems to match this fragment, and it seems too 
substantial to be part of a private document. The only clue as to its content and context is 
in line 10, where the letters [.]EAA may suggest a reference either to the Hellespont or to the 
Hellenotamiai. As such, therefore, it may be part of an account in which the Hellenotamiai are 
the source or the recipient of funds, or of a document relating to land holdings, or of a list of 
Athenian casualties in the Hellespont and other regions. However, no published document in 
these categories having the same letter sizes and spacing is engraved non-stoichedon, as this is.3 
It thus remains an enigma. Its findspot, close to the Post-Herulian Wall, suggests that it may have 
originated on the Akropolis. 

2 The phi of line 4 is a circle in which the vertical is entirely contained; the sigma of line 11 is of the three-barred 
variety; and the rho of line 13 is tailed but with a rounded loop. For these forms and their appearance or disappearance, 
see Walbank 1974, p. 165, table 2, and pp. 166-167, table 3. 

3 The naval list IG I3 500, dated between 435 and 410 B.C., is engraved non-stoichedon, but although its vertical 
spacing is approximately the same as that of this document, the letter height is considerably greater and the shapes 
of key letters are different. 
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2 (P1. 9). A fragmnent of creamy white, slightly micaceous marble, probably Pentelic (I 4682), found 
on April 19, 1937, in a marble dump in the area southeast of the Tholos (H-I 12-13). It is broken 
all around and at the back. The face is polished. 

P.H. 0.044 m; p.W 0.058 m; p.Th. 0.056 m. 
L.H. 0.008 m; stoichedon, with a horizontal checker of 0.008 m and a vertical checker of 0.01 m. 

fin. s. V/init s. IV a. JTOJX. 

lacuna 
[---.]Xov[?---- ] 

[---.?N--- ?--- ] 

lacuna 

Line 1: The bottom of a central vertical survives, followed by the bottom of the vertical and the right tip of 
the lower diagonal of kappa. After omicron the left vertical and perhaps the lower part of the diagonal 
of nu are preserved. 
Line 2: The right tip of the top bar of epsilon survives at the left; at the right the upper part and perhaps part 
of the lower loop of beta are preserved: [-i-v-]Evq B[-- ]? Possibly a name and patronymic or a name and 
demotic. 
Lie 3: The upper right quadrant of the space before eta is preserved without any trace of a letter stroke; 
thus, if a letter was inscribed here, it must have been either a round or a triangular letter, or else an iota. The 
top two-thirds of lambda are preserved, so that alpha or delta cannot be ruled out. After this the stone 
is badly damaged, but part of a left vertical may survive. 

This is inscribed in Ionic script, but the character of the letters suggests an early date. The 
polished face is a characteristic that many accounts, such as treasury inventories, share, but few, 
if any, decree stelai are so polished. What survives suggests a list of names in the nominative. 

The hand is much like that of parts of the record of the confiscation and sale of the property 
of the Thirty Tyrants in 403/2 B.C. (Agora XIX, P2, fragmentsf andg Agora I 627 a + 1092), and 
the horizontal spacing is the same; the vertical spacing is less. It is possible that this fragment 
derives from the same stele as Agora XIX, P2, but toward the bottom of the stone. If so, the name 
in line 2 may be that of a purchaser of a confiscated property, rather than of the original owner, and 
line 1 may contain part of the description of the property. 

3 (P1. 9). A fragment of bluish white, micaceous Pentelic marble (I 4808) found on April 27, 1937, 
in a dump on the north slope of Kolonos Agoraios (D-G 3-6). The smoothly dressed right side 
is preserved, with a margin of 0.009 m (line 2) to 0.01 1 m (line 9). 

P.H. 0.142 m; p.W 0.049 m; p.Th. 0.034 m. 
L.H. 0.007-0.008 m; stoichedon, with a horizontal checker of 0.008 m and a vertical checker of 

0.0125 m. 

fin. s. V/init. s. IV a.? ETOIX. 

lacuna 
[- -?-- ?x?V 

------------------------------ ,]po10 
-- -- -- 

------- 
- - - - 

-- 
.]9ff01 
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------------------------------- .]k 
)vo 

[--------------------------.-----]Xvxt 
-------------------------------- ]t(Wvx 

I[ - --------] 

lacuna 

Line 1: The bottoms of these letters survive: [8v/4v/8 - -- &v-vO]xev? 
Line 2: The right side of omicron survives: [--]o &py[up- -- 1? Cf. IG II2 1397, line 4, and 1396, line 30: 
xaxX6ttpa xto6to t0 Ou[iLarpto &pyup&; or 1393, line 27: Ont&pyupoL; or 1393, lines 32-34, and 1401, 
line 38: yopy6veLov xpuaov Ot&pyupov &ntb 6 fj &an[tBo; -r' &nb --0 ve; or 1393, line 24: xpa-ci)p 
6t&pyupos T& rix-roq &atxaoOo(; or, perhaps, Qapy[vXLWvos]? 
Line 3: Perhaps part of the name of a husband of a dedicator: [- - - - P]p6-o? 
Line 4: The right tips of the outer diagonals of a sigma survive. 
Line 6: [&p]yupL6[v]? Cf. IG II2 1393, line 33: &py6pLov xEP8fXov tZ6 'EXeuaLv6Oev; or 1401, line 61: 
&py6pLov aV a ieixtov xat & rvx-rov; or 1401, line 35: &pyupEo A A A. 
Line 7: Perhaps part of a name? 
Line 8: The omega is tall and narrow; the final letter is certainly engraved as an iota, but this may be an 
incomplete rho or some other letter. If so, we might restore, for instance, [XXLB]&v Xp[uEa lXwv], as in 
IG 12 1388, line 85, or else we might restore [gx]wv XL[ - -]; part of a name is also possible: [---xv 

Line 9: The top of a central vertical may be preserved before the omega: following IG II2 1395, line 14, 
we might restore [ctXLvO]tv x[ot -rvrywv]. 
Line IO: The upper part of the loop of a rho or beta survives below the omega of line 9. 

This appears to be a list of sacred treasures. The hand seems to be the same as that of IG I3 380 
( Agora I 5799 a, b), the accounts of the Treasurers of Athena for 404/3 B.C., but the horizontal 
spacing is slightly less and the vertical spacing slightly greater. However, IG j3 380 should provide 
an approximate indication of the date of this fragment. 

4 (P1. 10). A fragment from the top of an opisthographic pedimental stele of Pentelic marble 
(I 4362) found on December 18, 1936, in modern house walls over the area of the southwestern 
part of the Eleusinion (S-T 20). The right lateral is preserved; part of a crowning molding survives 
above face A. 

RH. 0.11 m; p.W 0.091 m; Th. 0.082 m. 
Face A, L.H. 0.006 m; non-stoichedon, with a vertical checker of 0.0135 m. 
Face B, L.H. 0.006-0.007 m; non-stoichedon, with a vertical checker of 0.0135 m. 

fin. s. V/init. s. IV a.? NON-ETOIX. 

Face A 
lacuna 

[_____________------- ]8Ol-G-] 

?------ -----_--------------I ---- 

?hq4-----------]?- - i- - - -1 

lacuna 
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NON-ETOIX. 
Face B 
launa 

a o -----------------------------__ 
cxoX[?-----------------------------] 
O(LXO(V[ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

tL t[ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ----v---------------------------- -- 

lacuna 

Face A, Line 1: The bottom of a right diagonal survives at the left. 
Line 2: After the omicron, which is very faint, there are two separate vertical strokes, the left one slightly 
higher than the right one. These might be obol symbols: 11. 

Line 3: The middle horizontal of epsilon is missing. 
Line 4: The top of a vertical survives at the left; the top of the vertical and the left half of the loop of phi 
are preserved. 
Face B, Line 1: The bottom of the right diagonal of alpha survives at the left; at the right, the bottom of 
the left diagonal of lambda is preserved: perhaps &n6 X[- - -], indicating the beginning of a rubric that 
identifies the source of materials or funds. 'Atok4X&v- -] seems unlikely. Since this may be the reverse 
of the stele, there was probably more text above this, now lost. 
Line 2: The bottom of a left diagonal survives at the right, perhaps xU'X[Lv8pos]? 
Line 3: xav[6v] or xov[ovEq]? Cf. IG II2 1678, line 4, and 1672, line 155, for these terms. 

This is part of an opisthographic stele, more likely to be an account than a decree; the language 
of face B indicates, perhaps, a record of building operations. The marble, lettering, and spacing 
suggest that this may derive from the same series as Agora I 56474 but not from the same stele, 
since the thickness is considerably less than that of I 5647 and the top seems to be pedimental, 
whereas that of I 5647 is plain. Nevertheless, the date should be about the same as that of I 5647, 
that is, late in the 5th or early in the 4th century B.C. 

5 (P1. 10). A fragment of Pentelic marble (I 6417) found on September 21, 1951, in modern house 
walls on Klepsydra Street, east of the Agora. Two adjoining faces and the back are preserved. The 
left lateral carries an inscription, perhaps of much later date, cut at right angles to the original 
axis of the stone. 

P.H. 0.155 m; p.W 0.20 m; Th. 0.085 m. 
Face A, L.H. 0.005 m; stoichedon, with a horizontal checker of 0.011 m and a vertical checker of 

0.0105 m. 
Face B, L.H. 0.009 m; non-stoichedon, with a vertical checker of 0.022 m. 

ca. a. 350-335 a.? ETOIX. 

Face A 
lacuna 

[_ca..4_ ] a-------------------- -- ] 

[_ca. ..... ].rzor[ ----------------------] 
[_.V ..ca. 4_].. ... ...M.M ] 

5 [_ca4 ..]r a[tLov [?-------------------- 

4 Walbank 1996, pp. 434-436, no. 2. 
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[_ca.4.- ]~[l------------------ -I 

lacuna 

NON-ETOIX. 
Face B (Left Lateral) 
lacuna 

[- -- - -]X oos?------------------------- ] 
[------ ]av-re-[ ------------------------- ] 

vacat 

Face A, Line 1: The right vertical of pi is preserved, followed by what appears to be the bottom of an alpha (the 
erasure begins on the line of the crossbar). 
Line 2: The right diagonal and perhaps part of the third diagonal of mu survive; at the right, the left hasta 
and part of the diagonal of nu are preserved. The latter is set low, as is the diagonal of the nu in the previous 
stoichos, but so little of this survives that it could also be interpreted as the horizontal of an eta. Thus, 

[-lt?9ovv or [-ltov[ - 
Line 3: Probably [-r-]t -r [--] 
Line 4: The right side of eta is preserved, followed by a clear mu. Six spaces to the right, the bottom of 
a right diagonal survives, perhaps part of an alpha or lambda but possibly a little too far to the right to 
be part of a letter. The omicron appears to have a central dot but is smaller in diameter than the theta 
of line 5, so that this dot is probably unintentional. 
Line 5: The right side of eta is preserved, followed by a clear sigma. The bottom diagonal of the next sigma is 
preserved, but the tau has perished. The bottom of the right diagonal of alpha survives. 
Line 6: The right tip of the top bar of the first epsilon is preserved. The top left corner of an epsilon survives 
(it is unlikely to be part of a gamma or a pi). The reading may thus be gxovtr[k]. 
Line 7: The top left corner of a gamma, epsilon, or pi survives below the tau of line 6. 
Face B, Line 1: The upper left part of a circular letter survives at the right: it is tempting to read tijs 
Oeo[0] here, but in view of the reuse of the stone, perhaps part of a personal name is more likely: [- - 
E3eo[ - - -1] 
Line 2: The left tip of the horizontal of a tau survives at the right. 

This is a fragment of an opisthographic stele, probably an account or inventory. Face A has 
been partially erased. The marble, letter forms, and spacing closely resemble those of IG II2 1451 
and 1453, the records of the Treasurers of the Other Gods, dated before the mid 4th century B.C., 
but this stele is thicker. Close, too, is IG II2 1651, an account of the Delian Amphiktyony, but 
that stele is Hymettian marble. Nevertheless, the language of this face suggests that it, too, may 
be part of the accounts of the Delian Amphiktyony. Whatever was originally inscribed on face B 
has also been erased; a new text was inscribed at right angles to the text on face A, perhaps after the 
original stele was broken up into smaller pieces. The precise nature of this new text and its date are 
unclear. It seems to be considerably later than the text on face A, but line 1 suggests a possible 
link with the affairs of the Goddess (Athena), and if so, it may have to do with the record of her 
treasures. 

6 (P1. 11). A fragment of pale, blue-gray Hymettian marble (I 5298) found on March 11, 1938, 
in a modern cellar wall just to the southeast of the Market Square and west of the Panathenaic Way 
(R 18). The fragment is opisthographic but is otherwise broken all around. 

PH. 0.07 m; p.W 0.096 m; Th. 0.121 m. 
Face A, L.H., lines 1-4, 0.004 m; lines 5-7, 0.005 m; stoichedon, with a square checker pattern 

0.0075 x 0.0075 m. 
Face B, L.H. 0.004 m; apparently stoichedon, with a square checker pattern 0.0075 x 0.0075 m. 
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a. 344/3 a.? ETOIX. 

Face A 
lacuna 

[- -.....]v -1--- 

-- & ] ---[c --------[------ ] 
------- aa r] [t-----------------------]I 

I- ---.- -] tec[p?----------------------1 
5 [- - .. .]. A AAF[ ---] 

[- -. .-1 .]y pa----------------------- 
------------ ----------------------] 

lacuna 

ETOIX. 

Face B 
lacuna 

? .]v?------- ?--------------] 

[-----]vX: -------------------------_ 

--- -- -- -- -- -- ----------------- 

lacuna 

Face A, Line 1: The bottom of the right hasta of nu survives on the break at the left; at the right, the abrasion 
to the right of tau suggests the bottom of an omicron but also seems rather low: [T]vya t[6 -], or [9]yva[oq], or 
part of a name? 
Line 2: At the left, the break has a clean edge that may be part of a right vertical of the numeral H before 
the FZ: [--- acst(,ov)io - H ?] p9& r --- -i? 
Line 3: The left foot of alpha survives at the right: [up' ht (or Iva c 6 - - - ) itLy6y]paocta[L --]? 
Line 4: There is no trace of a letter at the top of the stoichos before the first tau; this suggests that this 
space was occupied by an omicron or a punctuation mark, or was left blank: [- -:] tsta [p-]? 
Line 5: The upper right corner of the stoichos before the first A is uninscribed, suggesting that there may 
have been another numeral A here: [- - - A] A A A [- -? 
Line 6: [&p' hL (or lvc -c - - --) JtLy]ypan[at - -]? 
Line 7: The top bar and possibly the right tip of the central bar of epsilon survive: [-: t]eta[p-]? 

Face B, Line 1: The tau and alpha are clear; the rest of this line is badly abraded. 
Line 2: The left vertical of eta is clear, but the rest of this letter has perished. The nu is very faint. 
Line 3: The apex of a triangular letter survives before the omicron, which is badly abraded, so that a theta 
cannot be ruled out: AO[v)v --? 

This is part of an opisthographic account. It strongly resembles the series of records of leases 
of the silver mines from the mid 4th century B.C., but the surviving text suggests, rather, some 
sort of treasury inventory. Its findspot, close to the Post-Herulian Wall, suggests that it may have 
originated on the Akropolis. 

The surviving traces suggest that face A contains a list of similar objects that are inscribed 
with some sort of identification (lines 3 and 6), are numbered (lines 4 and 7), and are weighted 
(lines 2 and 5). One restoration proposed for line 1 (rL]va. t[o --]) may indicate an inscription 
or other identifying mark on one of these objects, a form of identification that may be repeated 
in lines 3 and 6. 

In IG II2 1436, 1437, and 1438, passim, the rubric 8v - - - ocveOrlxev Epx&v oCx '&cey'poato, 
atopczvo; oat0Q6v - -- appears. In IG 112 1496, the rubric =atxcvo; sCp' Jt - --- 
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imyeypanTm often appears. In IG JJ2 1443, column II, we find the rubric gvcxtoq ~u6, Lvoc 
to: I: tpGtom (pOoLq: X H F A A A F F F F I I I: - -.5 Variations of these formulas appear in many 
of the Parthenon and associated treasury inventories of the mid 4th century B.C. 

The marble type may match that of IG II2 1443, which is described as "subcaerulean" in IG 
but which is probably a form of pale Hymettian marble, as this fragment is; the spacing and letter 
forms are the same as in IG JJ2 1443, and the letter sizes of lines 5-7 correspond to those of IG JJ2 
1443. Thus, this fragment might be a part of IG JJ2 1443 or may date to the same period, that is, in 
the late 340s B.C. IG JJ2 1443 is described in IG as a fragment of a stele: that is, its back is not 
preserved. Its preserved thickness is 0.06 m, and so the fragment discussed here might be part 
of the same stele but with both the obverse and the reverse faces preserved: if so, I suggest that 
face A of this document may, in fact, correspond to the lost face B of IG II2 1443. My reasons for 
suggesting this rest in my proposed reconstruction of the text of face A of this fragment (see below). 

Column I of IG JJ2 1443 consists of a list of twenty-eight ,uVol (shelves or cabinets), each 
holding five q0o[6eoL (ingots) of unmarked silver (&uGyov &pyupLov) that were earmarked for 
military purposes (etS ro& usTporTTLx6c) and lodged in the Hekatompedon in the accounting 
period 344/3-343/2 B.C. The value of these ingots varies, in the surviving portions of the 
inscription, between 1183 drachmai and 1210 drachmai, and each shelf held five ingots: thus, 
each shelf probably held one talent of uncoined silver, which could be converted eventually into 
72,000 coined drachmai, a total overall of 2,016,000 coined drachmai, or 336 talents (see the 
commentary in IG). Although other reconstructions may be possible, I suggest that this fragment 
should be restored as follows: 

?----- ?)oLup%, ]va t[6: numeral: F7LyeyPaXttaL: nPt)ToX? ypot: weight: - - -] 
[- - - - -: - - - H] F9 A P s---------------------------- puVo6;, cLva] 

[6o: numeral: e1tLy6y]pantta[v: tpW-uoq qpOoiX: -weight-: Beu'epoq: -weight-:] 
[tpUuoq: -weight-:] re'to[ptoq: -weight-: ne4titoq: -weight-: tp-$toq cpOoZq:] 

5 [-weight-: - - - A] A A [- ----------------------puo, v] 
[6o: numeral: it5ye']ypat[taL: tp-$toq qpOotg: -weight-: Beu'5poq: -weight-:] 
[tp&uog: -weight-: tfr<t[pto;:-weight-: ne'vnnoq: -weight-: - ?--------- 

If this is correct, either this fragment should be placed at the bottom of column I of IG II2 
1443, relating to a hypothetical puv6; that numbers twenty-nine or above, or it derives from a 
separate and, I believe, earlier stele. That it is earlier and probably from a different stele is, I 
think, supported by the use of the word emy&poeitota in the description of each 'puVo6 and the 
spelling of the ordinal tsttczptog. In IG II2 1443, as it survives, 8mty&Ipcz tt is omitted and the 
ordinal is spelled t&u'zptor. It is, however, extremely difficult to match up the surviving letters 
and the hypothetical space available, as there are so many variables. 

SEG XV 120 (= Agora I 2260), a treasury inventory dated after 346/5 B.C., has the same letter 
size, shapes, and spacing and is the same type of stone, but its surviving text does not seem to match 
that of this fragment. 

7 (P1. 11). A fragment of Pentelic marble (I 6495) found on April 7, 1952, in a Byzantine context 
south of the Church of the Holy Apostles (P 16). The right side is preserved. There is an uninscribed 
vertical space of 0.046 m below the last inscribed line. 

PH. 0.10 m; p.W 0.10 m; p.Th. 0.058 m. 
L.H. 0.005-0.006 m; stoichedon, with a horizontal checker of 0.011 m and a vertical checker of 

0.01 18 m. 
5 Eugene Schweigert (1940, pp. 328-330) thought Agora I 5605 belonged to IG 112 1496; Diane Harris (1995, 

p. 256, no. 101) places IG 112 1443 in 344/3 B.C. 
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post med. s. IV a. ETOIX. 

lacuna 
[ IY@ @ L ]tWLUX[?-----------[------ 

...]uxovoe[?--------------- ] 

[ ---. .] tVsO? -------------------]I 

I-------- *uvyp *9 M? [-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- - - 

?------ vacat [--------------------] 
lacuna 

Line 1: [- -]lZ U6x[c - -I? The bottom of a central vertical survives at the left. 
Line 2: [Ae]uxovoe[6g]? The bottom of the left vertical of epsilon survives and perhaps also part of the lowest 
horizontal, the tip of the vertical projecting slightly below it; in some lights, however, this letter looks like 
a mu. 
Line 3: The bottom of a central vertical survives before nu. There is no trace of a crossbar on the triangular 
letter, so that a lambda seems the better reading; otherwise, this could be restored as [effva -6b e[ - -]? If so, 
this may be a decree. 
Line 4: [to]i0 &i.topt[oxou]? Cf. IG II2 1640, line 19. 
Line 5: It is unclear whether this marks the end of the document or merely a gap before the entry of a 
new rubric. 

This appears to be a treasury inventory. The spacing, letter forms, and sizes are almost the 
same as those of SEG XXI 558 (= Agora I 6458), also a treasury inventory, which was found in 
an adjacent grid square (P 15). Thus, this fragment may be the bottom of the same stele, but 
since SEG XXI 558 is thinner than this and yet, apparently, preserves its back, it seems at first 
sight unlikely that these two fragments derive from the same stele. However, the first editor of 
SEG XXI 558, Arthur Woodward, commented upon "the unusual thinness of this stele (assuming 
that the back has not been cut down)."6 My own examination of SEG XXI 558 suggests that it may, 
in fact, have been "cut down" and that its original back does not survive. 

An approximate date is provided by the letter forms, which are the same as those of IG II2 

1560A (dated to the 330s or 320s B.C.), IG II2 1532a (likely to be dated to 343/2 B.C.), and Agora 
I 226 (= Hesperia 3, 1934, pp. 3-4, no. 5), dated to 327/6 B.C., but neither this stone nor SEG XXI 
558 can be part of any of these documents. It is thus best to treat it, as Woodward did (SEG XXI 
558), as a treasury inventory of unusual type. Woodward also suggested (p. 184) that its findspot 
"not far from the Eleusinion" might indicate that it derived from the Eleusinion itself; if so, the same 
might be true of the fragment discussed here. Alternatively, its findspot, close to the Post-Herulian 
Wall, suggests that it may have originated on the Akropolis. 

8 (P1. 11). A fragment of Pentelic marble (I 2958) found on May 3, 1935, in a late wall at the 
southwest corner of the Bouleuterion (F 10). The left side is preserved. Faint horizontal guidelines 
are preserved above and below the lines of inscription. 

PH. 0.125 m; p.W 0.08 m; p.Th. 0.051 m. 
L.H. 0.006-0.007 m, line 5, 0.007 m; non-stoichedon, with a vertical checker of 0.013 m. 

s. IV a. NON-ETOIX. 

lacuna 

.V e ?-c[------------------------- I 

6 Woodward 1963, p. 184. 
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5 [ --]---------------------------c] 

lacuna 

Line 1: The bottom of a vertical survives at the left; at the right the left diagonal of a mu is complete except 
for the top. Perhaps part of a name, such as [A]L6rl[os]? 
Line 2: This appears to be a new entry, apparently beginning with a directional reference. 
Line 3: The right tip of the top bar of epsilon survives at the left. Perhaps part of a name, such as [M] Iev8r- 

Line 4: The right diagonal and apex of a triangular letter, either a mu or a lambda, survive at the left; the top 
of a vertical survives at the right. Perhaps part of the place name Salamis or of the ethnic Salaminios? 
Line 5: The larger letter size suggests that this may be a new heading. Because the space before tau is 
abraded, it is not possible to say whether the tau is the first letter of a rubric, such as t&[8e gnpaicgv - - -] 

(cf. IG II2 1634, line 1). 
Line 6: On both sides of the eta the stone seems to be broken above the remains of triangular letters. Possibly 
part of the place name Delos or of the ethnic Delios? 

This may be part of a lease or mortgage, or else a decree of some sort. Similar guidelines occur 
in the lease IG 112 121 1, on its reverse face, but there is no obvious link.7 There is some similarity 
between the letter forms and vertical spacing here and those of face A of IG II2 1634 (an account of 
the Delian Amphiktyony of 389/8 B.c.) but not enough to suggest that this fragment derives from 
the same stele. Moreover, on the surviving fragment of IG II2 1634 there are no guidelines, such 
as appear on the fragment discussed here, and the horizontal spacing is much tighter. If I am 
correct in reading some part of the name Salamis or Salaminioi in line 4, the findspot suggests 
that this fragment may derive from the Eurysakeion, on the hill of Kolonos Agoraios, south of 
the Hephaisteion.8 

9 (P1. 12). A fragment of bluish white marble, probably Pentelic (I 6356), found on May 14, 1951, 
in a mid Roman context near the Altar of Zeus Agoraios (J 10). It is broken on all sides and at 
the back. 

PH. 0.048 m; p.W 0.104 m; p.Th. 0.068 m. 
L.H. 0.004 m; stoichedon, with a horizontal checker of 0.0073 m and a vertical checker of 0.0087 m. 

post med. s. IV a.? ETOIX. 

lacuna 

?------------- 10...... 

[-----------------------------* ]e1yax[ ..**. 
* 

[?__..] x(cpc[. .1- 
[--------------------- --------...-.]- - poar 

5 [8-------------------------------- 

lacuna 

Line 1: The bottoms of the diagonals of a lambda or alpha survive. 
Line 2: These could be numerals, i.e., rrP 
Line 3: The bottom of the left diagonal of lambda is preserved: perhaps xeyaX[atov?]. 

7 Guidelines also occur in Agora I 1414, I 1578, I 1572, I 4503 + 6367, I 4685 + 4941, I 6367, and IG II2 945 
(E.M. 7535). All, both published and unpublished examples, are the wrong kind of marble, as well as being too late. 

8 As Professor Thompson has suggested to me, per ep. See Agora III, pp. 90-93, and Ferguson 1938, pp. 1, 15-18, esp. 
p. 18. 
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Line 4: The top of a central vertical survives at the left; at the right, after the eta, the surface is worn away, so 
that it is unclear whether a letter was inscribed here or not. Since the corresponding space in the next 
line is uninscribed, however, it is likely that an intercolumnar space occurs here: perhaps [. .]t rtpk I[ --- ]. 
Line 5: To the left of the eta the top of a right vertical survives. The eta is wider than the eta above it in line 4; 
thus, perhaps it is a numeral. 

This appears to be a columnar treasury inventory (lines 3 and 5), but other restorations would 
suit a lease or poletai record: for instance, a name, such as Kephalos, in line 3, and a topographical 
reference, such as 7tp6; N[Xtou a&vovtoq], in line 4 (cf. IG II2 1582, passim). 

Note especially the shapes of epsilon, sigma, and phi. The letter forms are very close to those 
of Agora XIX, P29 (= Agora I 631 a + 686 + 939) and P28 (= Agora I 2205), both poletai records; 
Agora I 3235 (= Hesperia 32, 1963, pp. 170-171, no. 8), a Brauronian treasury inventory, is similar, 
but not so close; so, too, is IG II2 1517A. Closest is the treasury inventory SEG XV 120 (= Agora 
I 2260), dated after 346/5 B.C., which is, however, Hymettian marble. 

10 (P1. 12). A fragment of very pale, blue-gray Hymettian marble (I 5452) found on May 20, 
1938, in the the original filling of the Post-Herulian Wall, south of the Eleusinion (T 21). The 
stipple-dressed right side is preserved, with a right margin of 0.013 m. Below the last inscribed 
line there is a vertical uninscribed space of 0.04 m. The roughly picked back is unlikely to be 
original, given the preserved thickness of this stone. 

PH. 0.086 m; p.W 0.126 m; p.Th. 0.041 m. 
L.H. 0.005 m; stoichedon, with a horizontal checker of 0.011 m and a vertical checker of 0.01 m. 

(Punctuation marks and numerals are not evenly spaced.) 

post med. s. IV a.? ETOIX. 

lacuna 
?------------------?---- ] o&e: rF I I[.] 

?--------------------?-----]Lt: I II:G[.] 
------------------------------?] vcat 

Line 2: The alpha lacks any trace of a crossbar, but unless we are dealing with an abbreviation, it is difficult to 
envisage a lambda here. What the word may be that begins after the numerals is a puzzle: the only possible 
word that might remotely be connected with building operations is a{eqapoq, the awning of a theater. 

This seems to lay out specifications for some kind of building but does not appear to belong 
with any of the known documents of this sort. The hand suggests that it should be dated to the 
middle of the 4th century B.C. or a little later. 

The surviving text seems to be concerned with the dimensions of building blocks.9 The 
mid-4th-century inscription Agora I 5903 (= Hesperia 30, 1961, p. 245, no. 41) records building 
operations in what seem to be the same kinds of terms; likewise, Agora I 3247 (= Hesperia 6, 
1937, p. 456, no. 6) and IG II2 1684 (= E.M. 8702) exhibit similar wording; again, Agora I 7458 
(= Hesperia 61, 1992, p. 375, no. 1), perhaps a contract or lease, appears superficially similar in 
wording. None of these, however, can have been part of the stele to which the fragment discussed 
here belonged. The phraseology is closest to that of certain grave horoi, in which the dimensions of 
the grave plot are listed (Agora XIX, H66, H67, and IG II2 2561-2566); however, no published 
inscription of this sort has letters so small as those found here. 

11 (P1. 12). A fragment from the top of a stele of Pentelic marble (I 6408) found on June 1, 1951, 
in fill of the 4th century B.C., over the outer west wall of the Square Peristyle (P 7). It is broken on all 
sides and at the back. An inscribed fascia is preserved, with receding moldings above and below it. 

9 Cf. Lalonde 1992, pp. 374-379, no. 1 (Agora I 7458). 
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PH. 0.07 m; p.W 0.095 m; p.Th. 0.02 m. 
L.H. 0.006-0.007 m; stoichedon, with a horizontal checker of 0.0092 m and a vertical checker of 

0.011 m. 

fin.s. IV a.? ETOIX. 

lacuna 

----- -e]yepaL ------------------- 
----------------Pat------------------- 

lacuna 

Line 2: The gamma may be an error for tau: if so, the reading may be [8]euEpcat. 

This may be the preamble of a decree, in which the dating formula is placed on the fascia 
of the pediment; in this case, line 1 might read [&it tr- - [-B-L]og ibQ,[rp ipurave ac(], and 
line 2, [8]eut'pac [5 npu-casveo], or it might be a similar dating formula above an account of 
some sort. IG II2 1493 and 1497 are very similar and are Pentelic marble, as this is; perhaps one of 
these may be its home. IG II2 1485 is even closer in appearance: note the thickening of straight 
letter strokes at the terminal end and the distinctive shapes of epsilon, sigma, and upsilon, as well as 
the diameter of omicron. This suggests a date near the end of the 4th century B.C. The notes on the 
inventory card suggest that the fill in which this fragment was found, "over the outer west wall 
of the Square Building" (that is, the Square Peristyle), dated to the 4th century B.C. The most recent 
study of the Square Peristyle indicates that its construction "was begun at the turn of the 4th to 
3rd century B.C.E., and not around 325 as previously suggested."'l This fill, therefore, cannot 
derive literally from "over the west wall" of the Square Peristyle but may have fallen back onto 
the lower foundations of the west wall when its superstructure was removed after its demolition 
in the 2nd century. Whatever the case, if the fill in which this fragment was found is correctly 
dated, it will have been earlier than the construction of the Square Peristyle. It may therefore have 
had some link to one of its predecessors, Building A, which does date to the 4th century B.C. and 
whose remains underlie the western side of the Square Peristyle. Building A appears to have served 
some sort of legal function, as did the Square Peristyle. "I 

12 (P1. 12). A fragment of badly abraded, pale gray Hymettian marble (I 2791) found on April 19, 
1935, in an area previously dug behind the eastern Giants of the Odeion (M 9). It is broken on 
all sides and at the back. There is an uninscribed vertical space of 0.015 m above line 2. 

P.H. 0.06 m; p.W 0.067 m; p.Th. 0.026 m. 
L.H. 0.006 m; non-stoichedon, with a vertical checker of 0.015 m. 

s. IV a. NON-ETOIX. 

lacuna 
c -----Ivaat [---------------- 

[---------- --IHEI--------l 
[- - - - - - - - - - - -]w6tx[ ---------------- I 

[-- -- -- -- - -- -hN - ----------------- ] 

5 [ ?------------111[----------- -- 

lacuna 

10 Agora XXVIII, p. 109, quoting Agora XXVII, pp. 90, 143-153. 
" See Agora XXVII, pp. 25-49, and Agora XXVIII, pp. 104-105, 110-113. 
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Line 1: It seems unlikely that this fragment derives from the top of its stele. Thus, this uninscribed space 
probably represents the end of an entry. 
Line 2: The two distinct vertical strokes are not connected, and so they probably represent obol symbols 
rather than letters. The reading may thus be [- - - 1 a[- -- -. 
Line 3: The pi seems very wide and appears to have a dot below the midpoint of the horizontal; thus, it 
may, in fact, be a symbol for fifty: FP. The bottom of the left diagonal of an alpha or lambda survives at 
the right. 
Line 4: The damage to this stone has obliterated the center and bottom of this letter. 
Line 5: The tops of three verticals are preserved; they may be parts of letters, or, like the verticals in line 2, 
they may be obol symbols: I I 1. 

This may be part of a mortgage or a treasury inventory. 

13 (P1. 13). A fragment of Hymettian marble (I 4979) found onJune 13, 1937, in a very late Roman 
context over a drain on the North Slope of the Akropolis, below the Klepsydra (T 26). The left side 
is preserved, with a margin of 0.022 m. There is an uninscribed vertical space of 0.02 m below 
the last line. 

PH. 0.078 m; p.W 0.08 m; p.Th. 0.032 m. 
L.H. 0.005 m; non-stoichedon, with a vertical checker of 0.011 m. The horizontal spacing varies 

between 0.003 m and 0.006 m. 

fin. s. IV/init. s. III a. NON-ETOIX. 

lacuna 

LOCv[ 
- - -- - - -- -___ _ -] 

~tlraT[ -----------------------------] 

eotco I[ ------------------------------- ] 

5 XCOV '[ ------------------------ ______] 
vacat 

The crossbars of alphas are routinely omitted. 
Line 3: Perhaps [xp|I rk,aX[vI? 
Line 5: This may be the end of a name in the nominative, followed by a patronymic or demotic. The last 
letter preserves two diagonal arms, which seem a little high to be parts of a chi. This could be part of 
an archon formula, [&p]x I T[--I, but such a formula at the end of a document seems unlikely. 

The inscription is engraved non-stoichedon but gives the impression that it may be stoichedon 
because it includes the beginnings of lines. The exceptionally wide margin suggests that it derives 
from the bottom of the stele, or it could be part of a columnar document. Agora XIX, P54 (= 
Agora I 4833), a poletai document, is very similar in appearance and in spacing: note the shapes of 
the epsilon and the very ungainly nu; it is Pentelic marble, however, and so cannot be the home 
of this document. 

14 (P1. 13). A fragment of Hymettian marble (I 3973) found on April 7, 1936, in a Byzantine 
context west of the Post-Herulian Wall, outside the Market Square to the southeast (R-S 17). It 
is broken on all sides. Letters are carelessly cut, with traces of red paint remaining. 

P.H. 0.043 m; p.W. 0.056 m; p.Th. 0.034 m. 
L.H. 0.004 m; non-stoichedon, with horizontal spacing of 0.003-0.004 m and a vertical checker of 

0.0095 m. 
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fin. s. IV/init. s. III a. NON-ETOIX. 

lacuna 
?_ ]v vca[?---------?--------] 

I----- ---- ]X Y------------------- I 
[I- ---- ]Laa: y[?---------? ---- 

[ ---- ]y[.]a&: H r[---------------? 

lacuna 

The crossbars of alphas are routinely omitted. 
Line 1: The bottom of a right diagonal survives on the break. 
Line 2: The bottom of the right diagonal of lambda survives. The order might be reversed, i.e., [--]qXyt- 
8[- -]. The bottom left corner of delta is preserved. 
Line 3: After the sigma there is a vertical stroke with two not quite horizontal extensions joining its right 
side at top and center. I assume that this combination is a form of punctuation mark. 
Line 4: Only the tops of these letters survive, and all are extremely difficult to read, both on squeezes and 
in the photograph, except for the eta/numeral. 

I have not been able to find any inscription that matches this. The closest is Agora XIX, LI 4, 
fragment b (= Agora I 5775), a fragment of a lease record of the late 4th or early 3rd centuryB.C., 
but both this fragment and I 3973 are too small to permit a valid comparison to be made. 

15 (P1. 13). A fragment of Hymettian marble (I 2471) found on February 21, 1935, in a modern 
context east of the southern part of the Odeion (N 1 1). The right side is preserved, with a margin 
varying from 0.006 to 0.008 m. 

P.H. 0.12 m; p.W 0.078 m; p.Th. 0.132 m. 
L.H. 0.006 m; non-stoichedon, with a vertical checker of 0.0132 m. 

s. III a. NON-ETOIX. 

lacuna 
[--------------------------------- 

------------------------------- *[[ C]tca 
?.- .]vcuncv 

[------------------------------- * *]4ex 
5 [---------------------------- ]?[?]?. 

?-------------------------]ovv[.]von 
?-----------------------------?. .. *l. a 

?]_____-------------- vacat ? 

The crossbars of alphas are routinely omitted. Letters are crudely shaped, as well as badly abraded. 
Line 4: [nit]L4eLt[--- ? 
Line 6: [xaxt& ]6v v[6]tov? If so, this is likely to be part of an honorific decree. 

The very little that can be made of this text suggests that it is more likely to be some kind 
of account rather than a decree. 

The hand and spacing are close to those of Agora XIX, P54 (= Agora I 4833), a poletai record 
of the 3rd century B.C. 

16 (P1. 13). A fragmnent of Pentelic marble (I 5524) found on June 11, 1938, in a mid Roman 
context in the water channel north of the Paved Court below the Kiepsydra ( T 26). It is broken all 
around and at the back. 
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P.H. 0.046 m; p.W 0.065 m; p.Th. 0.083 m. 
L.H. 0.005-0.006 m; non-stoichedon, with a vertical checker of 0.012 m. 

init. s. II a. NON-ETOIX. 

lacuna 

[ ---- ]a@[ ~~----------------1 
[-------] aS-------------------1 

I- 
- - - - 

---- -------------___ __ I 

[------- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- - 

laruna 

Line 1: The bottom of a right diagonal survives at the left. The bottom of a vertical is preserved in the 
next space: the stone appears to break on the underside of the loop of a rho. 
Line 2: The bottom of a right diagonal survives at the left: AaVpt[-pe- -? If so, this may be part of a list 
Of names. 
Line 4: The top third of omega survives, considerably greater in diameter than the omicron of line 3. At the 
right edge the left vertical and part of the horizontal of eta are preserved. Perhaps the end of a name, 
followed by a patronymic or demotic: [--lcxv Er)H- 

The hand is perhaps that of Stephen Tracy's "Cutter of I 247,,,12 who was active between 
194/3 and 148/2 B.C. Of the documents ascribed by Tracy to this cutter, few are inscribed 
on Pentelic marble, and fewer still of these exhibit a characteristic that occurs here, a barred 
alpha. Examples that exhibit both the barred alpha and the required marble type are IG 112 997 
(E.M. 7578) and 2332 (E.M. 10399) and Agora I 983 (= Hesperia 36, 1967, p. 88, no. 19, face A, 
lines 1-29) and I 3777 (= Hesperia 29, 1960, p. 18, no. 24). The two Agora documents seem to be 
eliminated on the grounds that their letters are either too tall (Agora I 983) or too small (Agora 
I 3777). Thus, one of the two IG documents may be the home of this fragment. Of these, IG 112 
997 is the end of a decree and so does not provide an obvious home, unless this fragrnent derives 
from the prescript of the decree. This leaves IGII12 2332, a list of contributors to an epidosis of 
183/2 B.C., in which contributors are listed by name and demotic/ethnic, followed by the amount 
of their contribution. I am inclined to restore as follows: 

[-- -- -- - -- - 14.1 -------------------- I 
[-------] a 

----G--------------1 
-[ - - - ------------------ 
------------ --------X8ng------------ 

If IG II2 2332 is its home, it should derive from the upper part of the stele, where demotics 
are not always preserved. 
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2 (I 4682) 

1 (I15362) 

3 (I 4808) 

MIHE .WLAK RE NSRPIN 

RMTEAHNANAOAx 

IACA OUET 



V~~~~~~~ 

5 (I 6417), Face A 

4 (1 4362), Face B 5 (1 6417), Face B 
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PLATE 11 

7 (I 6495) 

6 (I 5298), Face A 

6 (I 5298), Face B 

8 (I 2958) 
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PLATE 12 

9 (I 6356) 1,_ 

tA$A1 .V 

10 (I 5452) 

12 (I 2791) 

11(16408 

MIHE .WLAK GEKISRPIN RO H TEINAOA IACA OUET 



PLATE 13 

14 (I 3973) 

13 (I 4979) 

16 (I 5524) 

15 (I12471) 

MIHE_.WLAK_RE NSRPIN RMTEAHNANAOA IACA OUET 
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